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E d i t o r ’s T h o u g h t s

Editor’s Thoughts

Wisdom comes from
Outside
on the
inherent patience
and passion for what
Holidays
you do.
This year we may take our joyous
life movesinon,
we learnand
cheerssoutdoors,
backyard
humility and how to wear it
patio, front steps and porches well. We learn to listen to others
from a distance - online, through
with a smile and absorb everything
email, in cards, packages and
we hear. We learn to use this newwishes,
for next year,
forsuccess.
a better
found knowledge
to our
year,
for
the
way
things
used
We recreate a story and hold ittoin
be.
year we for
arealooking
ourThis
imagination
time. Atattimes
what
we
are
truly
thankful
for. We
we may complain, or exaggerate,
sometimes
whisper
it underneath
but to all you
who bring
something
to the
worldSometimes
of whisky: thanks.
our
breath.
strut our
Thanks for your
passion.
Thanks
materialistic
desires
to friend
for your
patience
and
support.
and
neighbour,
but
what
we feel,
You
start
this
journey
with
an exor maybe could feel, is the other
cited
vision
for
the
life
you’re
thing. We are compassionate going
to live. Looking outwards to all the
beings.
possibilities of growing your name,
your brand, your life. You share all
this passion with us, for the newbie
who wants to learn how the spirit

A

Where To Find Us:

starts its life, or for the vetern who
believes to know it all already but
still holds onto your every word.
Your expression and excitment for
simply
tasting
Empathy
doesthat
flowmagicical
through spirit
us. We
is
what
brings
us
all
together.
only need to open our eyes to see it
As readers we read, we browse,
all around us.
we taste, we laugh and we continue
This holiday issue is filled with
to seek out all we can about the
many ways to celebrate the season.
whisky world.
Merry
all ourWhisky,
readers
In thisChristmas
issue, we attoRelish
from
our family
atconversation
Relish and
are
excited
to be in
Whisky.
with Daniel Whittington (page 26).
Cheers
incredible
thirst
for
We
learntoallour
about
his foray
into the
life,
friendship
and
community.
world of whisky, from his beginnings
his phenomenally
popular
To ourtofamilies
and friends,
and
Youtube
series
to all who
leapwith
into Rex
the Williams;
unknown
The
Whisky Vault.
Wethe
delve
deep
courageously.
To be
first
and
into
of bourbon
in it,
The
Corn
leadorigins
the way.
To dream
hope
Connecton
(page
16) and
introit and desire
it. Soon
weare
will
look
duced to Bridgeland Distillery’s
back. Soon the world will return
Taber Corn Berbon from Davin De
once again. Soon our glasses will
Kergommeaux wealth of whisky
clink together again.
knowledge (page 12). If it’s maple
to all
far and
-Happy
there’sholidays
a Canadian
behind
it’s near.
invention somewhere! The tapping
of maple trees in Quebec’s Distillerie
du St. Laurent brings us Acerum, a
maple flavour worth trying (page
50). Put on your thinking caps for
the Think Tank’s experimental
methods with malting (page 33)
and make elaborate plans to visit
Ireland for the chance to sip in the
history at Sean’s Bar, the oldest pub
in Ireland (page 24). It’s an issue to
soak up during these unprecedented times, while so much is different
Robert
and
new,Windover
we savour the comforts of
Publisher|Editor
old.
Cheers and be well.

Robert Windover
Publisher/Editor

@relishandwhiskymagazine
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Moonshine,
Friend of Mine
By Davin de Kergommeaux and Blair Phillips

In his 1973 hit song,
“Moonshine (Friend
of Mine)” John
Kay claimed he had
“Tennessee wine,”
running around his
head. Kay, better known
for Steppenwolf’s
“Magic Carpet Ride” and
“Born To Be Wild”, can
be forgiven not knowing
that moonshine has
Canadian roots too.
But the song’s writer,
Ottawa’s Les Emerson
of The Staccatos and
Five Man Electrical
Band renown, certainly
would have encountered
moonshine while
touring up and down the
Ottawa Valley.

16 | Relish Whisky • WWW.RELISHANDWHISKY.CA

Perhaps the lyric “Tennessee” gives

stories of moonshiners were familiar, and

the song authenticity, but Canada has

jars filled with a clear liquid that kids were

a long tradition of covert moonshiners,

not to touch – if you did, you’d go blind –

and Eastern Ontario was and still is rife

sometimes appeared on a friend’s kitchen

with them. Long before Confederation,

shelf. Surprisingly, his parents didn’t wear

as wealthy industrialists from abroad

glasses. And more often than not, the jars

developed a flourishing distilling industry

that lined the shelf were not really clear,

here, tiny backwoods stills quietly

having had fruit, herbs, honey and spices

converted sugar, fruit, grain, potatoes,

added for flavour and variety.

animal feed and anything kicking around

As with anything to do with liquor,

the pantry into potable local alcohol.

there are more myths and stories about

These two distilling streams never

moonshine than there are people

really crossed paths and after 1890, when

who drink it. One of these is that real

the Canadian government decreed that

moonshine is simply unaged corn liquor.

whisky must be aged for two years, any

The Murphy brothers in Elmira, Ontario,

home distillers with aspirations to distil

for example, have adopted that corn liquor

legally simply disappeared. It wasn’t until

tradition in their Murphy’s Law Distillery.

a decade ago when legal microdistilling

Owner Ben Murphy learned to make 100%

emerged as a movement in Canada that

corn-based moonshine in West Virginia,

moonshine could be found on the same

and brought that Appalachian know-how

shelves where we buy our big-brand liquor.

back with him to Elmira. Murphy’s Law is

Growing up in BC, and in Eastern Ontario,

a dedicated Moonshine distillery,

combining old-time craft with modern
stills in about a dozen delicious flavours.
And Murphy is just one of dozens of legal
moonshiners in Canada today.
Moonshine is often one of the first
spirits to flow from the stills of new
distillers, even if their intention is to move
on to whisky and other spirits. It is ready
to drink before it even cools, which means
quick sales and much-needed income
during start-up. There are no regulations
to define it, and the fear of revenuers
shutting them down is a thing of the
past. As a result, some of these distillers
are using their creativity and ingenuity
to refurbish moonshine’s oft-maligned
reputation.
Its surging popularity at the hand of
talented distillers often turns what began
as a cash-generating necessity into a core
distillery product. This is exactly what
has happened at Top Shelf Distillers in
Perth, Ontario, for example.
When Top Shelf opened in 2014, they
made their moonshine from a corn and
rye-based recipe. In the process, they
restarted a local tradition of legal liquor
distilling that had ended with the Ontario
Temperance Act of 1916. That Act had
forced John A. Stewart to close both of
his Perth malt distilleries. His stills didn’t
go cold mind you. He used them instead
to make medical alcohol for his Wampole
Drugs company.
Meanwhile, The Temperance Act had

For example, in Scotland, George Smith

all. Spirits are all about flavour and

had no impact whatsoever on backwoods

ran an unlicensed still which produced

camaraderie, not picayune regulations

moonshiners. They continued to operate

early renditions of The Glenlivet Scotch

or deliberate avoidance thereof. And we

out of sight in sugar shacks and square-

whisky. When Smith decided to pay the

equally appreciate our home electrician

timber barns.

taxman and go legal, did his product

who, every fall, partakes in a Canadian

suddenly stop being whisky? Not at all.

tradition by secretly firing up his copper

definition, illegal booze? We think not.

The same applies to moonshine. It’s

pot to turn deer feed into a year’s supply

Even if romantic tales tell of Tennessee

all about potable alcohol made with

of flavour and camaraderie for his family

bootleggers going legit, not by turning to

whatever ingredients you have at hand,

and friends.

legal distilling, but by outrunning the law

and more often than not, improved with

so consistently that they invented a new

honey, spices, herbs and fruit. Legal is

Read more about Canada’s modern moonshine

money-maker called NASCAR. However,

about taxes, moonshine is about alcohol.

in Davin and Blair’s book, The Definitive Guide

But just a second, Isn’t moonshine, by

illicit distilling was around long before that
happened, and not just in North America.

So, we welcome today’s generation of
moonshiners – licenses, taxes and

to Canadian Distilleries available online and
wherever books are sold. u
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Meet Lisa Wicker,

The Hardest Working
Distiller You’ve Never Met
By Maggie Kimberl

Lisa Wicker is one of
the hardest working
distillers you’ve never
met. She’s worked in
the wine industry as a
winemaker, as a distiller
at Limestone Branch
Distillery in Kentucky,
Starlight Distillery in
Indiana, and Preservation
Distillery in Kentucky. On
top of that, she volunteers
at George Washington’s
Mount Vernon Distillery
and Gristmill, helping them
increase their yields using
historic distilling methods.
She’s consulted for several
smaller distilleries, judged
spirits competitions,
and taught at Moonshine
University. Today she is
also the President and
Head Distiller at Widow
Jane Distillery in Brooklyn,
splitting her time between
there and her home in
Bardstown, Kentucky.
20 | Relish Whisky • WWW.RELISHANDWHISKY.CA

When Wicker first started at Widow

didn’t drink like a ten year so we moved

Jane, one of her first projects was

it to another rickhouse and that made a

to change the flagship Widow Jane

difference,” Wicker says. “I didn’t know

bourbon from a single barrel to a five

what the original warehouse was, so we

barrel small batch. She’s equipped with a

put it in a lower profile warehouse. We had

mobile blending lab to keep her distillery

moved it to some smaller warehouses and

running when she can’t be there.

experimented putting them north, south,

“Before, they’d had some barrels

east, and west. The whiskey was really

that were originally sourced when

lovely and very simple, clean, and beautiful

they went into the whiskey business,

- the perfect blending whiskey - but it just

some phenomenal barrels,” Wicker

drank young. We experimented by putting

says. “Some were Kentucky, some were

it every direction in one small warehouse

Indiana, and toward the end of the single

and within a couple of months we

barrel program what was left were all

realized that was helping it dramatically.

from Indiana. I was tasked with that

I’m guessing it was in a warehouse

when they hired me. They wanted to

that didn’t have a lot of temperature

keep the age statement and they had

fluctuation because once we got it into

started buying barrels from Tennessee

a warehouse with a lot of temperature

as well, and I said why don’t we blend

fluctuation it has caught back up again.”

them across the three states. There are

One thing Wicker loves about her

some notes that I always have to hit

position is that she has the freedom to

but outside of that I have a lot of creative

experiment and try new things.

freedom.”

“They’ve allowed me to do some

While this may seem like a small task,

experiments here based on my intuition,

managing barrels from multiple sources

because you don’t always know. They’ve

that aren’t even stored onsite can be a

been really gracious about that. And it has

major challenge. “We bought some ten

paid off - some of these crazy ideas are

year juice that

panning out.”

Wh sky
Relish

While having a lot of barrels off-site is a

Currently, Wicker is running whiskey at

there’s a bad growing season. Wicker made

challenge, Wicker has found there are some

both the Widow Jane Distillery in Brooklyn

the decision not only to grow seed corn in a

advantages, as well.

as well as at Castle & Key Distillery in

different state, but also to grow some of the

“Not having the barrels on site is a

Millville, Kentucky until the Brooklyn

corn in Kentucky so it can be transported to

challenge,” she says. “We have the barrels

distillery can be expanded to handle the

Castle & Key more easily.

that we’ve brought in for the blend, but we

needed capacity. Because the Widow Jane

“This year we did not plant because

can’t bring all of our barrels here. I like it

Distillery in Brooklyn is very small, she

of COVID, but for two years in a row

because of the safety now that we

oversees additional production at the larger

according to Bernard Peterson we had the

know rickhouses collapse and catch fire

Kentucky facility. This has meant growing

largest heirloom corn crop in the United

because all our whiskey is not in one place.

her signature Baby Jane open-pollinated

States,” Wicker says. “Our heirloom open-

Also, different places are influencing our
whiskey, so we can say let’s withdraw
barrels from various locations so we have

TWO BREWERS
WHISKY
Number 20

Finished
in barrels
thatcorn
previously
heirloom corn
in multiple locations.
pollinated
is called Baby Jane held
and it’s
The Baby Jane corn was another project
an open-pollinated
Maple
Syrup cross between Bloody
Wicker inherited and made her own. It

all of those flavors and influences coming in

was initially being grown only in New York

and Wapsie Valley.”
ByButcher
Bob Baxter
“I didn’t necessarily change the corn, but

on the truck.”

State, a risky move for a rare corn varietal if

I expanded the program,” Wicker says.
“We brought some of it back to Kentucky
because we didn’t have the capacity to run
it all. We ran it at one distillery in Kentucky
but they didn’t have the capacity so we
moved on to another and ran the rest. It
wasn’t under my cooking protocol, but
it was interesting to see the flavors that
came from a more traditional cooking
method. We were able to use the original
Pennsylvania seed farmer and a family
farm in upstate New York - all of our
production corn for New York is grown in
upstate New York. We also did a sizable
project with Peterson Farms in Kentucky
- if we’re going to run some whiskey in
Kentucky because we don’t have the
capacity here until we expand the distillery,
we need to look at growing some of the corn
in Kentucky.”
Wicker has worked on a lot of different
distilling projects over the last seven years
and at a couple of different wineries for a
decade before that. Her ingenuity shows
in everything she does as she develops
solutions for everything from temperature
fluctuations in historic distilling
reenactments to the management of
an heirloom corn crop. Just managing
the corn crop is a monumental task,
but it’s one which gives Widow Jane
a new future flavor profile. If her aging
whiskey holds up to the quality of work
she’s produced thus far, the future of the
Widow Jane Distillery looks bright. u
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The

12

Days Of

Christmas
By Blair Phillips

Reviews

1

Two Brewers
Single Malt
Release 23
Special
Finishes

The Two Brewers, Special
Finishes lineup, features
whiskies that spotlight cask
selection and barrel
finishing.

Release 23 is a lightly peated
single aged in ex-bourbon
barrels then finished in both
sherry and port barrels. The
nose has a broad range of
deep grain notes accented
by smoke and dried fruit.
Invigorating spices take the
palate for an exciting ride
where all the wood treatments fly together in an oak
winged formation.

Glenmorangie
The Original
10-Year-Old

The Original is as essential on
the whisky shelf as milk and
butter in the fridge.

It’s a staple in the single malt
world, always reliable, always
delicious and always consistent. This classic single malt
is aged in first and second fill
American White oak barrels
for 10 years imparting the
whisky with golden honey and
vanilla flavours. The malt’s
complexity takes shape by
combining a mix of fruity
notes, ginger and caramel

2

tones into a unified flavour
profile that can only be
Glenmorangie’s.

3

Woodford
Reserve Master
Collection
Select American
Oak

Lot 40
Dark Oak
A 12,000-liter copper pot still
distils this quintessential
Canadian rye.

Dr. Don Livermore, Hiram
Walker’s master blender,
blends un-malted rye aged in

The Master’s Collection is a

virgin oak. The result is classic

series of whiskies that spot-

Canadian rye that brims with

lights one of five whisky-mak-

bready and hard rye spices.

ing traditions: water, grain,

That is until Livermore finish-

fermentation, distillation and

es the whisky in new American

maturation.

Oak Char #4 barrels to create
Dark Oak. The whisky’s fra-

This release focuses on matura-

grant vanilla and apple nose is

tion with a whisky aged for about

supported by an oak pillar.

nine years in barrels made from

Caramel and oak resin are

fast-growing Ozark oak. A cherry

massive on the palate, then

and vanilla pile driver are lifted by

the rye spices hit you right in

the sheer strength of the bour-

the chest with peppermint,

bon’s woody and spiced oak. The

balsamic and cloves. Charred

bold palate is charged with roast-

wood pulls ahead on the bold

ed grain, menthol, walnuts, wood

finish.

tannins and a smidgen of dark
fruits leading into a long finish
brimming with grain propelled
wood resins.

4

The Next Generation of Gin Glass
1.LIP

Designed with a lip for
ease of drinking.

4.CRYSTAL

Made from crystal to
enhance the clarity of the
drink.

5.ICE

Requires less ice.

2.CURVE

Curves in at the top to focus
and enhance the aroma.

6.WEIGHT

Perfect weight in the hand.

3.STEM

Incorporates a stem to keep the
hand away from warming the gin.

5

Willibald
Gingerbread
Gin

Old Forester
1870

1870 is the year that
Brown-Forman founder
George Garvin Brown first

Willibald Distillery in Ayr
Ontario releases a winter
spirit every year.

This year, it’s a gin that takes
traditional botanicals and
marries them with gingerbread
themed ingredients such as
cinnamon, clove, nutmeg, allspice, vanilla, and fresh ginger.
The gin comes to life when
two batches are blended and
sweetened with a drop of cane
sugar. The result is a balanced
aromatic fusion of freshly
baked gingerbread brightened
by citrus and cranberry undertones. Woody forest notes add
to the vibrant mix.
26 | Relish Whisky • WWW.RELISHANDWHISKY.CA

batched bourbon from three
different Kentucky
distilleries.

Today this bourbon is made
by selecting different expressions aged in three different warehouses. Christmas
baking spices on the nose
blend with brown sugar and
orchard fruits. The palate
is spiced with vanilla, cinnamon, cloves, ginger and

6

orange zest capturing a simplicity in the softly spiced
finish.

7

Ardbeg
5-Year-Old
Wee Beastie

Jack Daniel’s
Single Barrel
Select

Since 1997, barrels of Jack
Daniel’s have been selected

This whisky is a vatting of

from the upper floors of a cho-

whisky aged for five years in

sen warehouse to make this

ex-bourbon barrels and whis-

single barrel expression.

ky aged for five years in
Oloroso sherry butts.
Every bottling is labelled with
It’s an oily beast behind a

the date, rick number and bar-

smoky curtain that gives the

rel number so slight charac-

palate a glimpse of bright

ter variations occur between

grassy malt notes propped up

bottlings. This Jack Daniels

by a fruity apple sweetness.

expression is aromatic with

There is a gentleness to its

dark chocolate, cloves and

peaty nature contrasted with

prunes while oak underpins

a bite of heat - like taking a

the banana notes on the pal-

flame flower to a barley field.

ate. A rich texture give way to

Peppery spices and a touch of

baking spices and oak tannins

brine shift to fresh oak shav-

on the finish.

ings on the finish with just a
splash of citrus peel and a flare
of hot pepper.

8
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9

William Wolf
Pecan
Bourbon

This five-year-old bourbon
is infused with raw South

40 Creek
Nanaimo Bar

Carolina pecans and
Canadian maple. Quite
frankly, it’s delicious.

At the Forty Creek Distillery

The palate is drenched

in Grimsby, Ontario, blender

with maple covered pecans

Bill Ashburn has taken every-

rounded by rich and

thing good about Nanaimo

creamy vanilla, pralines

Bars and made it even better

and a touch of smoky oak.

in a liquid form.

A warm nuttiness gives
depth of flavour on the fin-

This whisky cream melds

ish. Perfect for a bourbon

flavours of graham crackers,

lover with a sweet tooth.

10

chocolate, vanilla and coconut
into a decadently luxurious

sipper. Great as a holiday coffee creamer and even better

when you forget to add coffee
to your mug.
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11

Eau Claire
Christmas Gin

Alberta’s Eau Claire Distillery
has a tradition of releasing a

Widow Jane
10-Year-Old
Bourbon

special Christmas Gin each
year.

This time their distiller, Caitlin
Quinn has captured the spirit

The Brooklyn, New York

of Christmas with flavours of

distillery blends five-barrel

Frankincense and Myrrh, and a

batches of 10-year-old bour-

pinch of 23k gold flakes that float

bon to make Widow Jane’s

past a diorama picture window

signature whiskey.

cut out of the label. To complement the ancient spices in this
cocktail friendly gin, Caitlin

Each bottle is proofed with

includes lemon peel and a touch

the distillery’s limestone-rich

of juniper in her recipe. This ex-

water and stamped with the
date, barrel number and bottle
number. A gourmet nose
offers notes of citrus, buttery
caramel, cherry, woody cinnamon. Each flavour remains
faithful on the palate. Citrus
pith, cocoa and deep spices
linger on the finish.

ceptional dry gin has a woody figlike note balanced by a stunning

12

array of spices, liquorice, pine
and citrus.
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BOURBON WHISKEY
WITH NATURAL FLAVOURS
William Wolf Pecan Bourbon is
produced in small batches and aged
for five years. It is infused with ALLNATURAL flavors of
RAW South Carolina Pecans and 100%
Canadian Maple.
The result is an exceptionally rich,
bold whiskey that is perfect when
served straight up or in a cocktail.
Traditional whiskey lovers will
appreciate William Wolf’s bold, dark
taste, while fans of cocktails will be
drawn to the enticingly smooth and
nutty pecan flavor.

thinklikeawolf.com
@WilliamWolfWhisky

@ThinkLikeAWolf

/thinklikeawolf

In Canada, contact: info@craftworkspirits.com

HOWL AT THE MOON. PLEASE ENJOY RESPONSIBLY.
William Wolf™ 2020© ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Standing on the

shoulders of

Giants

from her in 1893 in order to secure
supply. This was their first distillery
purchase. When Elizabeth died the local
newspaper described her as “a kind of
general factotum, a banker, a judge of
family squabbles. A true friend of the
poor”.

By Lenka Whyles

The Cardhu distillery now hosts
Johnnie Walker brand heritage
centre and is due to undergo a major

A historian I admire said in a

Helen and Elizabeth Cumming

recent interview that we all

We’re setting off on our time travels

plan by Diageo, owners of Johnnie

live inside the dreams of our

in 1811 in the fertile triangle of land

Walker, the world’s biggest selling

between Inverness and Aberdeen.

blended Scotch whisky. I’m sure both

ancestors. It’s the hopes and

Named after the river Spey it has been

Helen and Elizabeth would have been

stories of people who came

at the centre of distilling for as long as

delighted to see how their dream dram is

records exist. Helen and her husband

making millions of drinkers happy.

refurbishment, part of £150 investment

before us that inspire us and

John took out a lease on Cardow Farm

help us find meaning in life.

plenty of water and peat. Most of the

We’re staying in Speyside and continue

distilling in those days was conducted

our story with the world’s biggest

illicitly as the tax laws made it

selling single malt Scotch whisky,

in the world of whisky: the

prohibitively expensive. It is well-known

Glenfiddich. Janet was the last surviving

master blenders of today are

that brewing and distilling was often

granddaughter of the founder of this

taken up by women. There are many

family owned business, William Grants.

mere custodians of the golden

stories about Helen’s cunning avoidance

“Wee Janie”, as she was affectionately

liquid, laying down stocks that

of excisemen: waving red flags to warn

known, might have been of petite stature

her neighbours when there were any in

but her life story is a testament to the

are going to be enjoyed by the

the area, pretending to be baking when

strength of her character. She was the

future generations.

nearly caught red handed, denouncing

first woman in Scotland to qualify as

the location of worn out illicit still for a

a lawyer. She also studied forensic

bribe which was then used to buy new

medicine and geology and was the only

There are many women

equipment. When the licensing laws

woman in her class. A keen hockey

working in the whisky

were reformed in 1823 the Cummings

player she participated in a mixed

were one of the first in the area to buy a

university match with Eric Liddle, the

business today; all over the

license.

future Olympian immortalised in the

world the artificial barriers

distilling business, and when he died, his

Janet served on the board of William

are being broken. I’d like to

young wife Elizabeth took charge of the

Grants & Sons and was crucial to

share with you the stories of

farm and distillery. Fondly remembered

company growth. With her husband Eric

in the community as generous and

she travelled the world and was witness

five women who have inspired

loving she also proved to be a very

to the remarkable rise in popularity of

my own whisky journey.

shrewd businesswoman. She built a new,

her grandfather’s dream. When she died,

modern distillery and secured contracts

in 2012, she was the oldest woman in

Five intrepid women of

with the biggest whisky blenders of the

Scotland. A limited bottling of 55-year-

indomitable spirit who paved

day. The whisky she made was in high

old Glenfiddich was released to honour

demand on account of its rich fruitiness.

her memory and the money from the

Such was its reputation that owners of

proceeds has funded many charitable

Johnnie Walker bought the distillery

causes around the world.

This is particularly relevant

the path for the rest us.

near Knockando, a remote land with

Their son Lewis continued with the

Janet Sheed Roberts

film “Chariots of fire”.
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Ethel Greig Robertson
R&B (Robertson and Baxter) was a
highly reputable company of whisky
brokers and blenders founded by Ethels’
grandfather, William Robertson. Better
known as “Miss Babs” she took over the
family business after her father’s death.
In the process she created Edrington,
one of the biggest Scotch whisky
operators, owners of Macallan, Highland
Park and The Famous Grouse.
Ethel was born at the start of last

When Rita’s father died her mother

back to teaching nor to Glasgow. The

took in a lodger to help with the family

distillery owner, Ian Hunter, took a

finances. Masataka was a Japanese

shine to her and she quickly became his

organic chemistry student, enrolled at

trusted confidante.

Glasgow university. He was a friend of
Rita’s sister and taught her brother judo.
The two fell in love and married in 1920,
despite the disapproval of both families.
By all accounts they had a loving and
supportive marriage. When they moved
to Japan, Rita was instrumental in
helping her husband realise his life
dream – the making of Japanese whisky.

century and was described by all who

She supported him financially when

knew her as a remarkable character:

times were hard by teaching English and

gracious in manner, resembling royalty,

giving piano lessons. Hugely admired in

and very stylish and charismatic. She

Japan, there is a popular, 150-episode

lived with her two unmarried sisters in

television series about her and

the Scottish Lowlands. Their mother

Masataka’s life story and even a manga

tragically died whilst giving birth to her,

comic strip devoted to her.

and their brother William was one of the
casualties of the Spanish flu. The three
sisters were brought up under the strict
regime of the family’s housekeeper,
Miss Shoreditch. Their father was
a passionate stalker and fisherman,
and his daughters followed him on his
adventures. Ethel loved fast cars and
drove a series of Aston Martins, a very
stylish and British icon, just like her.
Ethel’s business acumen saved the

Her legacy is preserved in the Nikka
whisky distilling company, one of
the most successful Japanese whisky
companies today. In 2010 a 21-yearold Nikka blended malt named after
Taketsuro won the world’s best in its
category, a fitting tribute to a love story
that began a hundred years ago.

Bessie Williamson
Bessie is inextricably linked to Laphroaig,

family firm from a hostile takeover by a

the first single malt whisky that I fell in

Canadian company. She was very shaken

love with. She is a true legend in Islay

by the experience, her main concern being

whisky history, a formidable character,

the wellbeing of company employees and

and the only woman to own and run a

thus Edrington and The Robertson trust

distillery in the 20th century.Like Rita,

were formed. Ethel inspired fierce loyalty

she was borne in Glasgow and studied

in her employees: she was scrupulously

at university there in the 1920’s, hoping

honest and believed in treating her staff

to become a teacher. Her father died in

as a family. Today, the trust is the largest

the First World War, leaving her mother

charitable trust in Scotland, distributing

to raise Bessie and her siblings. Bessie

£20m to 500 causes every year.

had to work to support herself during

Rita Cowan (Taketsuru)

her studies and she also attended night

My next whisky icon is a woman

It was during her summer trip to Islay,

affectionately known as the mother

in 1934, with her best friend Margaret,

of Japanese whisky. She was born

that her whisky journey began: there

near Glasgow in 1896 and grew up in a

was a temporary secretarial vacancy at

comfortable, middle-class environment.

Laphroaig distillery. Bessie never went
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classes to learn useful secretarial skills.

When Ian Hunter died in 1954, he
left Bessie the distillery in his will.
She took charge of the business affairs
and left the day-to-day running to the
workers. Laphroaig flourished under her
leadership. She travelled to USA in the
1960’s on behalf of the whisky industry
and helped spread the love for smoky
Islay malts. It was during one of the
trips that she met a Canadian radio star
Wishart Campbell who later became her
husband. Bessie was widely respected
and loved in the community for her
charitable work. She had a reputation
for keeping her elderly workers and
creating jobs for them where there were
none. Bessie retired in 1972, the year I
was born.
Her whisky, Laphroaig, was my first
introduction to the magical world of this
sophisticated drink. I can feel all these
formidable women stretching behind
me, holding my hand, giving me purpose.
It is an immense privilege to live inside
their dreams, with a dram in my hand. u

Test Your

Whisky Wisdom
Tis the season to ponder thoughtfully on your whisky.
How well do you know your holiday spirits ?

Jeffrey Meyers

Sarah Kennedy

1. Sarah Kennedy

McConnell’s Irish Whisky
Brand ambassador Belfast
Distillery Company

Taylor Corrigan

Ashley Barnes

Q. What inspired the interesting shape of
the new McConnell’s Irish Whisky bottle.
Q. Half a million gallons of whiskey was
destroyed by a fire in the J&J McConnell’s
warehouse in Dunbar Street Belfast. In
what year was this tragic fire?

2. Jeffrey Meyers

Brand Ambassador With
The Macallan Single Malt
Scotch Whisky

3. Taylor Corrigan

4. Ashley Barnes

Highland Park would decide to launch a

Senior Advocacy &
Engagement Manager
Brown-Forman Canada
Jack Daniel’s & Old Forester

Single Malt Scotch Whisky at a robust &

Q: What is the name of the unique process,

long time in the Bourbon Industry. What does

intense 63.3% ABV?

that is the one additional step that any

Blended Whiskey really mean and how does it

Q. Are you aware of Highland Park

Tennessee Whiskey must go through to

differ from a Blend of Straight Bourbons?

Distillery’s unique location in Scotland

differentiate itself from a Bourbon?

Q. How does a Bourbon get a grain

and how we differentiate from other

Q: What was the first bottled bourbon in

designation such as a Wheated Bourbon or

“peated’ Single Malt Scotch Whisky?

the United States?

a Rye Bourbon?

Q. With Highland Park’s highly anticipated
Cask Strength Release, do you know why
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Master Blender
Co-Founder Of The
SpiritsGroup
Q. The word “blended” has been taboo for a
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5. Jennifer Wren

Single Malt Specialist
Whyte & Mackay
Q . Every bottle of The Dalmore bears the
caberfeidh, the emblem of what Scottish
clan? How did this clan come to bear this

Q. The spring water source for
Glenfiddich has been the same since
1887, what is it called?
Q. How many sons and daughters did the
founder of Glenfiddich, William Grant,
have?

royal emblem?

8. Elizabeth O’Neill McCall
Assistant Master Distiller
Woodford Reserve
Q. What is the biggest misconception
that people have about Bourbon? One of
the biggest misconceptions people have
about Bourbon is knowing if it is a

Jennifer Wren

Struan Grant Ralph

Scott Adamson

Q. The Dalmore Single Malt is known for
utilizing some of the oldest and rarest
Sherry casks in the world in our multistep maturation process. What world-

Elizabeth O’Neill McCall

7. Scott Adamson

Tomatin Distillery
Global Brands Ambassador

whiskey, or why do people call bourbon
whiskey or not use the word whiskey at
all?

Q. Last year our Master Distiller, Graham

Q. Some people may consider innovation

famous Sherry bodega provides these

Eunson, vatted together 21 casks from

in whiskey an oxymoron -- after all,

casks and how old is this partnership?

the 70s, 80s, 90s, 00s and 10s to create

you put liquid in a barrel and let it age

Tomatin Decades II, but who created the

for years. How are you creating new

original Tomatin Decades in 2011?

innovations in whiskey?

Q. Tomatin Legacy is the welcome to our

Find the answers on page 56 But please,

range, who selected the final recipe?

no peeking before Christmas morning. u

6. Struan Grant Ralph

Global Brand Ambassador
William Grant & Sons Brands Ltd
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PLEASE SIP RESPONSIBLY. | OLDFORESTER.COM
Old Forester Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whisky, 43% Alc. by Volume, Brown-Forman Distillers Company, Louisville, KY. OLD FORESTER is a registered trademark.
©2019 Brown-Forman Distillers. All rights reserved. SKU# 570-6474
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Thoughtful Gifts
for Whisky Lovers

(that aren’t another bottle of whisky) By Reece Sims

It may be easy to
pick up a bottle of
someone’s favourite malt or blend as
a gift, but why not
try something more
thoughtful this year?
In paying homage
to tasting whiskey,
we follow the steps
below to highlight a
unique selection of
whiskey-inspired and
infused gifts (made
by Canadian companies) that appeal to
the senses. The holidays may be here but
these gifts are perfect
for any (and every)
occasion.
Appearance — we
drink with our eyes
first; then our nose/
palate.
These gifts are all
about visual appeal.

1. Personalize What You’re Drinking From

3. Up-Cycled Gifts Made From Whisky

Customization is king with Weddingstar, a

Bottles

company that offers everything from grooms-

If you’re looking for a gift for someone with an

men gifts to decadent decor for the big day.

affinity to a specific brand of whiskey, Drink

While the company caters to wedding-minded

Wicks creates soy candles by re-purposing all

individuals, one of their best kept secrets is a

types of beverage bottles. Empty bottles are

plethora of options for customizable flasks and

carefully cut, polished, and transformed into

glassware. From monogrammed stainless steel

vessels for deliciously scented decor for home.

flasks to cheeky whiskey anecdotes on old fash-

Choose from a number of ready-to-order whis-

ioned rocks glasses, their glassware is not just

key bottle candle options or customize your

for weddings — they’re perfect to gift anytime.

favourite brand starting at $23.99.

www.weddingstar.ca

www.drinkwicks.com

@weddingstar

@drinkwicks

Based in Dunmore, Alberta

Based in Vancouver, BC

2. Wear Your Whisky, Every Day

4. Become an Expert Taster

Inspired by the maturation and distillation pro-

For true whisky enthusiasts or new imbibers

cesses during whiskey making, the Stave+Still

looking to hone in their tasting skills, Whisky-

Ring No 1 is made from ex-whiskey barrels and

Glass.ca offers Aroma Training Kits. These kits

features a copper strip, paying tribute to copper

are designed to teach whiskey drinkers to build

pot still distillation. Because each ring is made

a repertoire of words and scent-associations

from a separate piece of a stave, they are quite

that are often found in varying whiskies. They

literally one-of-a-kind. This gift is perfect for

are truly the ultimate system to elevate your

him or for her, with a number of other whis-

knowledge and understanding of the subtleties

key-focused jewelry pieces also being offered

in the aromas and flavours of whiskies. Kits

by Stave + Still. Rings start at $78 and shipping

start at $169.95.

is free in Canada and the US for a limited time

www.whiskyglass.ca

only.

@WhiskyGlass_ca

www.staveandstill.ca

Based in Kakabeka Falls,

@staveandstill

Ontario

Based in Vancouver, BC
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Palate — try it once, then a second time to
let your palate get used to the flavours
These sweet and savoury gifts can be
consumed anytime
5. Gourmet Cookies Made with a Hint of
Whisky
Made fresh daily, Aunt Beth Bakes makes
gourmet baked goods infused with the
complex flavour of whiskies from around the
world. From Maker’s Mark Bourbon Barrel
Chocolate chip to Vegan Rye and Ginger
cookies, these goodies can be found at local
Farmer’s Markets or can be purchased online
and shipped anywhere across Canada. We

6. Whisky-infused Vegan BBQ
Dr. Henry Whisky BBQ Sauce was recently
launched by Chef Ann Kirsebom in honour
of Dr. Bonnie Henry’s (British Columbia’s
Provincial Health Officer) leadership. This
vegan gourmet barbeque sauce uses Canadian Club Whisky to add an extra kick to the
recipe. Net proceeds from each bottle are
donated to the B.C. COVID-19 Emergency
Relief Fund and to the Health Care Workers
at Vancouver General Hospital. Bottles can
be purchased online starting at $8.99.
www.drhenrysauce.ca
Based in Vancouver, BC

recommend the Holiday Blend Box which
comes with four different flavours starting
at $30.95.
www.auntbethbakes.com
@auntbethbakes
Based in Toronto, Ontario

7. Old Fashioned Cocktails Anywhere,
Anytime
While we may not be traveling much this
year, The Cocktail Box Co has portable kits
that are perfect for a (local) weekend away or
stay-cation. These kits are so compact that
they can fit in a back pocket or purse and provide the non-alcoholic ingredients to make
three to six classic cocktails. We recommend
the Old Fashioned Kit which starts at $24.99
online with free shipping to Canada and the
US.
www.thecocktailboxco.com/
@thecocktailboxco
Based in Vancouver, BC
Finish — does it linger or fade away quickly?
This gift leaves a memorable impression that
doesn’t fade.
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8. Imbibe Your Way Across The Country… From Home
Released this year, The Definitive Guide to
Canadian Distilleries, which is written by
Davin de Kergommeaux and Blair Phillips,
takes you on a journey across Canada to
highlight over 200 distilleries and the array
of spirits they make. Imbibe your way across
the country from the comfort of your own.
The Definitive Guide to Canadian Distilleries is available on Amazon.ca
@canadiandistilleries

DON’T LIVE A LITTLE.

Cocktails
LIVE A LOT.
100% RYE WHISKY

Classic Whisky Cocktails...
in a bottle
Bridgeland Distillery just released a bottled Manhattan cocktail to
go with their bottled Old Fashioned cocktail released last year.
The worldwide most popular whisky

However, the earliest known written

Old Fashioned drink is as murky as

cocktails list would surely include the

mention of this drink was in an article

the Manhattan’s, but came about six

Whisky Sour, Mint Julep, Manhattan

published in September 1882 by

or seven decades earlier. While the

and Old Fashioned. These classic

the Sunday Morning Herald in New

Pendennis Club, a gentlemen’s club

whisky concoctions date back to the

York. Both the ingredients (whiskey,

founded in 1881 in Louisville, Kentucky,

pre-prohibition era, when mixology,

vermouth, and bitters) as well as the

claims the old fashioned cocktail was

remedy and curative elixirs were often

name of the drink were mentioned.

invented there; there are references

commonly discussed in the same

Additionally, the first detailed recipe

to the drink as early as 1806 in written

conversation.

of the Manhattan cocktail was printed

records where potent concoction of

While the Manhattan cocktail origin

two years later in 1884, featured in O.H.

spirits, bitters, water, and sugar are

is disputed, there are many competing

Byron’s book “The Modern Bartenders’

described. Basically Whisky, sugar and

stories claiming the birth moment of

Guide.”

bitters form the basis of the popular Old

this vermouth and whisky cocktail.

Regarding the Old Fashioned, Don

Fashioned drink.

There is even a fantastical story placing

Draper, fictional character in the TV

Lady Churchill, mother of Winston,

series Mad Men, particularly liked his!

Bridgeland, Calgary when Jacques

hosting a party in New York in the late

The series has been credited for the

Tremblay and Daniel Plenzik opened

1880’s, as being the ground zero for the

renewal in mixology by the younger

their distillery and wanted to offer

Manhattan.

generation. The origin of the

something unique to their customers
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Which brings us to present day in
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Cocktails

Bottling an Old Fashioned made from

since it took them another 15 months

scratch at the distillery, including the

of “research and development.” They

bitters, became a fun project to focus on.

wanted to keep to the same approach of

box. Hitting the market right out the gates

Since the base of their Old Fashioned

making all the components of the cocktail

with products you don’t typically see craft

was going to be a few months aged

at the distillery, including vermouth and

distilleries producing like Amaro, Brandy,

Bourbon style, it was decided early on that

bitters.

Grappa, & Limoncello, stuff I love having

additional flavour would augment the

During that period, they started to

on the back bar, and can now do so while

resulting drink. These flavours came in

work on an Amaro, Italian bittersweet

supporting local - but again outshining

the form of an orange liqueur and original

liqueur, which they released in December

the major players. Its refreshing seeing

bitters made at the distillery.

2019 based on a special request of

a locally owned, independent place

The Orange liqueur was made from

some successful Italian entrepreneurs

competing and winning, in my opinion,

unaged brandy which has been infused

that all grew up in the community of

against what’s considered popular these

with organic oranges. Similar to their

Bridgeland. This was the inception of an

days. I’ll even reluctantly admit the

limoncello making technique, the duo

idea to possibly replace the bitters in the

bottle Old Fashioned is pretty darn good

created a stainless steel basket which

Manhattan by an Amaro.

for a take home ready to go cocktail, but

suspends the whole fruit above the unaged

Research and development of their

please still come visit me for a personal

Brandy at 60% alc/vol. For 6 weeks in

vermouth was a slow and long iterative

touch and variation on this classic. When

a closed container, the brandy vapours

process with the final assemblage

it comes to their ready to drink cock-

circulate through the oranges and extract

including notes of orange peel, oregano

tails, the Bridgeland guys are giving the

the essence and oil of the oranges in the

and wormwood. For the manhattan

mixologists a run for their money” said

white spirit. The result is very similar to

final mix, it was a special Amaro that was

Richard.

Triple sec liqueur.

to be developed that would specifically

By creating a unique product, they

For the bitters, it was agreed that an

work for the Manhattan and also became

are showcasing originality and their

original recipe would be more interesting

another Amaro project for a local Italian

local premium ingredients, such as the

than using the ubiquitous Angostura

Restaurant in Calgary. This amaro base

radicchio, grown in Bridgeland five blocks

bitters! Having finished their initial run

include the use of radicchio and laurel

from the distillery, by Daniel’s mother

of grappa distillation, they decided to

(bay leaves). Using their vermouth and

Rosella. Similarly, they are only using

use a portion of the tails (last portion of

the new amaro combined with their

grains from within a 100 miles radius from

the distillation collection) of the grappa

young bourbon style spirit, they released

the distillery. They are true to the craft

distillation as the base to macerate their

an entirely original bottled Manhattan

movement by using premium ingredients

herbs and roots. A mix of 12 aromatics was

cocktail honoring the classic manhattan

and imparting the highest quality they can

selected. It is a very cardamon forward

recipe ready to drink out of the bottle.

place into a handmade product. u

but includes cinnamon and star anise.

Their passion is for the distilled spirits

The resulting mix of whisky, orange

and is why Jacques and Daniel are quite

liqueur and bitters was augmented with a

proud of their bourbon, called Taber Corn

touch of simple syrup to balance all these

Berbon (See Davin De Kergommeaux’s

flavours. The reception has been great

excellent article on this topic on the

where it became their best seller since

2020 summer issue of Relish & Whisky

they open up their doors to the public in

Magazine).

August 2019. Since the distillery focus

The duo is proving that even in the

on Brandy, Whisky and Grappa, it was

bottled cocktail category, there is room

natural to use their three specialties to

to be crafty. London Richard, well

make this cocktail and has become the

known mixologist living in Alberta, has

signature drink of choice in their tasting

been vocal of the work of the Bridgeland

room.

Distillery team. “Seeing the craft spirits

The duo didn’t rest on their laurels

scene evolve in Alberta is amazing and

and started to work right away on their

I love that Bridgeland has stepped up,

“Manhattan project”. The rapid success

not only producing arguably some of the

of the Old fashioned was hard to duplicate

best spirits around but more so love that

they’ve stepped it up creatively forcing

some of the other guys to think outside the

FI N D YOU R FI N EST
E V E RY YE A R I N TH E C A S K A D D S F L A V O U R

@YOURFINESTJOSH @GIBSONSWHISKY
ALWAYS BE YOUR FINEST. PLEASE ENJOY RESPONSIBLY.

© 2019 GIBSON’S FINEST AND THE GIBSON’S FINEST CREST DEVICE ARE TRADE MARKS AND/OR
REGISTERED TRADE MARKS OF WILLIAM GRANT & SONS LTD. CANADIAN WHISKY

The Texas
Whiskey
Trail and
Chocolates
By Spencer Whelan

for $150/yr where they earn triple points
in addition to the free tours and receive
exclusive benefits like early access to
distillery-only releases, master-classes
with top Texas head distillers, and
exclusive barrel picks and blending
selections.
Obviously, a pandemic year put a lot of
tourism activities on hold, but the Texas
Whiskey Trail found a fun and inventive
way to keep their loyal fans tasting

The Texas Whiskey Trail launched in

through the award winning distilleries of

May of 2019 and currently features over

Texas. This year they debuted their first-

20 distilleries spanning across 4 different

ever Official Advent Calendar featuring

whiskey-making regions of Texas. Unlike

24 whiskey-filled chocolates. These aren’t

other whiskey/bourbon trails, which are

your typical spirit-infused chocolate

mostly curated tourism guides, the Texas

truffles. They are rich chocolates

Whiskey Trail has created a gamified

enshrouding a sugar-crust shell securing

tourism experience where a loyal

24 pods of unique Texas Whiskeys.

following of registered Trail Members

Some of the whiskey’s include the 2013

accumulate points for checking-in at

Best in Glass Single Malt Whiskey from

distilleries and special whiskey events

Balcones, Jim Murray’s 2019-2020

around the state. There are tiers of

Micro-Distillery of the Year Garrison

membership where whiskey-lovers can

Brothers, and Whisky Magazine’s

join for free to earn basic points, or for

2020 World’s Best Bourbon, Ironroot

$75/yr they can purchase a Trail Pass that

Harbinger. Supplies for this year’s batch

grants them free tours at each distillery

are extremely limited, but this looks

on the Trail. The most loyal of Texas

poised to be a sweet new tradition for

Whiskey fans can join as a “Trailblazer”

holiday seasons to come. u
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My Father’s

Turmeric

Seafood Soup
(Full Recipe On Page 55)

Quick
Chicken Tagine
Hand Pies
(Full Recipe On Page 54)

Casablanca: My Moroccan Food by Nargisse Benkabbou Published by Firefly Books Ltd. Photography copyright © 2018 Matt Russell
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Irresistible
Maple
Roasted Nuts
(Full Recipe On Page 54)

Clueless in the Kitchen by Evelyn Raab Published by Firefly Books Ltd. Photo Credit: Photographs © 2017 by Mike McColl

Lasanta

Old Fashioned

By Bryan Simpson

The dried fruit and cinnamon notes in
Lasanta make this ideal for a festive drink!
Lasanta Old Fashioned
50ml Glenmorangie Lasanta
4 dashes Angostura Bitters
1 bar spoon white granulated sugar
Garnish: orange twist
Combine the ingredients in a glass. Mix and muddle to
dissolve sugar. Add ice (block ice preferred) and stir to
chill and slightly dilute. Finish with an orange twist.
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Spice Up
Your Holiday Cocktails
By Brad Blackwell

s

piced rum is a very diverse

Mariae spiced rum has very little added

While considered an outsider in her

rum category. At Lost Ark

sugar which defies a syrupy taste and

adopted home of England, Henrietta’s

Distilling company, we start

mouthfeel. The minute amount of

personal complexity made her a more

with a base of white rum that is double

sweetness assists in allowing the rum

intriguing ruler. Similarly, our spiced

distilled from dark brown sugar,

and spice flavors to be showcased.

rum layers notes of caramel, vanilla,

manufactured by our hometown

This carefully crafted rum was

cinnamon, nutmeg, and orange peel for

Domino Sugar factory in Baltimore,

designed to be enjoyed neat or in

a sophisticated, intricate taste worthy of

Maryland. The distilling process is

cocktails all throughout the year. In the

labored over in gritty detail monitoring

summertime, we enjoy it mixed in ginger

exact temperatures and timing to

beer with a splash of lime juice. It also

Her Majesty.

produce a light, but flavorfully complex

mixes well with fruit juices in cocktails

Terra Mariae has evolved many times

rum. After the second distillation is

such as the famous “painkiller”. In the

over the years as we continuously strive

complete, the rum is passed through

fall and winter, the spices play very well

to create delicious American made

columns of charcoal made from charred

in warm apple cider, eggnog, or drizzled

small batch rum. If you’re new to rum,

coconut shell. To create the unique

over your favorite rum cake. We love to

it is a journey, one that can take your

spice profile, we use a proprietary

add it to our family apple pie recipe!

palette to many places around the world.

combination of several spices including

Where does Terra Mariae get her

But, it’s not just from a warm island.

cinnamon, nutmeg, allspice, orange peel,

name? It comes from a little piece of

American craft distilleries are doing

ginger, and vanilla. The spices are added

Maryland history...

what we do best, pushing the envelope of
ingenuity and it’s a journey we couldn’t

as whole pieces and steeped for days
until the perfect profile is reached.

Latin for “Mary’s Land,” Terra Mariae

be more proud to be a part of. To learn

Our intent is to break the mold of

left no doubts as to whom the new

more about our products, please visit

traditional spiced rums. The spices

colony of Maryland was dedicated when

www.lostarkdistilling.com or visit our

should be distinct in their own right

King Charles I signed the charter in

distillery in Columbia, Maryland. We are

but also be balanced in a way that are

1632. Maryland was named for his wife,

always excited and eager to share our

complimentary to each other. Terra

Queen Henrietta Maria.

passion with you! u
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gin both at home and abroad with over
25 accolades to it’s name.
Our award line-up features 15 Gold
medals with accolades including Best of
Ireland, Best European, Master Class
award at the Global Gin Masters, and an
amazing Worlds Best Irish London Dry
2020. It’s been a crazy year and we’re
looking ahead delighted to have coming
of age our first release Irish Single Malt
for 2021.
As independent craft producers, we’re
very proud to offer a World Class Irish
product, respectably unusual and simply
delicious.
Perfect Serve
Dublin City Gin is deliciously smooth
over ice, add your favourite Indian tonic,
a sweet citrus or slice of fresh ginger to
make it sing! u

Irish Gin
Dublin Accent
With

A

By Jim O’Connor

MULTIPLE GOLD
MEDAL
WINNER
A PREMIUM
HANDCRAFTED
SPIRIT DISTILLED
SMALLBATCH IN
FINEST LONDON
DRY STYLE.

Dublin City Gin is a premium Irish craft
gin from husband and wife team Jim
O’Connor and Sheila Cooney. This “Irish
Gin with a Dublin Accent”, Ireland’s
most impressive award winner, is
distilled in premium Crafted smallbatch
in the finest London Dry Style.
Our recipe is prepared by hand, which
includes ripe rhubarb grown along the
Grand Canal in Dublin itself. Irish Milk
Spirit provides the ideal base for our
botanical recipe giving an extra silky
finish you’ll love. To great delight our
Dublin Gin has been acclaimed for
quality and taste as an award-winning
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FLUORIDE
FREE

BE MINTY
BE GOOD
BE GREEN

GREENBEAVER.COM

Recipes from
page 46-48
Irresistible Maple Roasted Nuts
Better than any mixed nuts you
can buy, this is a killer snack
to serve with drinks. Or pack
the nuts into a fancy (recycled)
jar, tie it up with a ribbon and
give it as a gift to someone
you really like. The bulk food
store is your best friend here
— just buy the quantity of nuts
you need.
1 cup (250 ml) whole almonds
1 cup (250 ml) walnut halves
1 cup (250 ml) pecan halves
1 cup (250 ml) whole hazelnuts
2 tbsp. (30 ml) olive oil
2 tbsp. (30 ml) pure maple
syrup
1½ tsp. (7 ml) salt
Preheat the oven to 350°F
(180°C).
•
Lightly grease a cookie
sheet or shallow baking pan
with sides.
•
In a bowl, toss together
all the nuts.
•
Add the olive oil, maple
syrup and salt, and mix until
thoroughly and evenly coated.
Transfer to the prepared cookie
sheet.
•
Place in the oven and
bake for 20 to 25 minutes,
stirring the nuts once or twice
during the baking time. The nuts
will still seem damp and sticky
when you take them out of the
oven, but they will become crisp
once they cool.
Let cool com•
pletely, then transfer to
jars or a covered
container for storage. As if
they’ll last that long.
Makes 4 cups (1 liter) nut mixture.
Quick Chicken Tagine Hand Pies
For as long as I can remember, my
mom would make our packed lunch
every morning before we left
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until they are soft and translucent,
for school in Brussels. Very often,

stirring occasionally.

yesterday’s tagine leftovers would

Stir in the chicken, stock, garlic,

end up as a filling in a piece of

turmeric, ginger, salt and pepper,

crusty French baguette. Sounds

then re-cover the pan, reduce the

amazing, right? Well, to be honest,

heat to medium-low and simmer

I wasn’t really excited about that

gently for about 12 minutes until

because my sandwich would always

the chicken is cooked.

smell and look weird (or that’s what

Uncover the pan and cook over

my classmates used to say). Why

medium heat for about 5 minutes

couldn’t she just stuff my sandwich

until all the liquid has evaporated,

with cheese? Obviously, I didn’t

stirring occasionally. Transfer the

know how lucky I was back then.

chicken mixture to a large bowl, add

These hand pies are like a grown-

the preserved lemons, olives, cilantro

up version of those sandwiches my

and green onions and mix together.

mom used to make for us. Quick

Taste and adjust the seasoning,

to prepare, loaded with Moroccan

adding more salt if necessary.

flavors and easy to eat on the go,

Leave the filling to cool to room

they’re the perfect hand-held starter

temperature, when you can start

or snack.

assembling the pies.

~ Makes 12 ~

Preheat the oven to 400°F (200°C).

2 tablespoons olive oil

Line a cookie sheet with parchment

2 large onions, finely sliced

paper.

10.5 oz boneless, skinless chicken

Unroll the pastry sheets on to a

thighs or breasts, cut into 1/3 inch

work surface. Using a 3/4 inch

chunks

round dish as a guide, cut out as

4 tablespoons chicken stock

many circles from the pastry as

2 garlic cloves, peeled and crushed

possible with a sharp knife.

1/2 teaspoon ground turmeric

Knead any leftovers of pastry back

1/2 teaspoon ground ginger

together, roll out with a rolling pin

2 small preserved lemons (2 oz),

and cut out more circles — you

flesh and rind finely chopped

should be able to make 12 in total.

1/2 cup drained pitted green

Place about 2 tablespoons of the

olives, finely chopped

chicken mixture in the center of

1/3 cup fresh cilantro, finely

a pastry circle. Dip your fingers in

chopped

water and brush around the edge

3 green onions, thinly sliced

of the pastry circle, then fold it

2 x 11 oz ready-rolled puff pastry

over in half, press the edges firmly

sheets

together and then seal by pressing

1 egg yolk, to glaze

down on them with the tines of a

harissa, any type, to serve

fork. Transfer the hand pie to the

1/2 teaspoon salt, or more to

lined cookie sheet. Repeat the same

taste

process with the remaining chicken

1/8 teaspoon ground black pepper

mixture and pastry circles. Brush the

Heat the olive oil in a large

pies with the egg yolk, then bake

saucepan over medium heat. Add

for about 25 minutes or until golden

the onions, cover the pan and

brown. Serve warm or at room

leave to cook for about 10 minutes

temperature.

My Father’s Turmeric Seafood
Soup
When I was 13, the whole
family — me, my parents and
my brothers — went on a road
trip through northern Morocco.
When we returned, my father
started raving about this soup
he and my mom had eaten in a
small restaurant in Tangier while
my brothers and I were playing
video games. “Can you replicate
it, Amal?” I heard him ask my
mom this question at least a
dozen times before she finally
started experimenting. It quickly
became my father’s favorite and
a classic in my parents’ home.
It’s so incredibly tasty, healthy
and easy to prepare. Who can
resist?
~Serves 4~
2 tablespoons olive oil
3 garlic cloves, peeled and
crushed
1 teaspoon ground turmeric
3/4 teaspoon salt, or more to
taste
1/4 teaspoon ground black
pepper
7 oz skinless flaky white fish
fillet, such as cod,
cut into large chunks
2 cups vegetable stock
1 1/4 cups water
14 oz live clams
7 oz cleaned squid tubes, sliced
into rings
1/2 cup flat-leaf parsley, finely
chopped
Heat the olive oil in a large
saucepan over medium heat.
Add the garlic, then stir in the
turmeric, salt and pepper and
cook for 3 minutes, stirring
occasionally. Throw in the fish
pieces and cook for 5 minutes,
turning them occasionally.
Pour in the stock and water

and bring to a boil over high
heat. Cover the pan, reduce
the heat to low and leave to
simmer gently for 10 minutes
until the fish is just cooked
through.
Meanwhile, prepare your clams.
Sort through them and chuck
out any with damaged shells
or that don’t shut when lightly
tapped on a surface. Scrub the
shells clean. Rinse thoroughly
under cold running water and
drain.
Add the clams and squid rings
to the pan, re-cover and leave
to cook for about 5 minutes
until the clams have opened
and the squid is tender. Discard
any clams that have failed to

open. Taste and adjust the
seasoning, adding more salt if
necessary. Add the parsley and
give the contents of the pan a
good stir. Serve immediately.
Book: Clueless in the Kitchen by Evelyn Raab
The recipe excerpt, Irresistable Maple Roasted Nuts,
was taken from Clueless in the Kitchen by Evelyn
Raab, with permission from Firefly Books Ltd.
Photo Credit: Photographs © 2017 by Mike McColl
Book: Casablanca: My Moroccan Food by Nargisse
Benkabbou
The recipe excerpts, Quick Chicken Tagine Hand
Pies and My Father’s Tumeric Seafood Soup, were
taken from Casablanca: My Moroccan Food by
Nargisse Benkabbou, with permission from Firefly
Books Ltd.
Photo Credit: Photography copyright © 2018 Matt
Russell

u
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Answers
From Page 36

Test Your
Whisky
Wisdom
Sarah Kennedy

1-A. The original bottle had three
extracts of analysis on the bottle,
where Doctors had recommended
the brand. The bottle is shaped like
a pill capsule as a tribute to these
recommendations.
2-B. 1909
Jeffrey Meyers

1-A. By bottling “Straight from
the Cask” without adding water to
reduce alcohol content, we present
our whisky in its purest form. Cask
Strength is the very essence of
Highland Park and amplifies the
key strands of our signature flavour
profile. This Release No.1 delivers
an extraordinary depth, complexity,
and balance.
2-B. Highland Park Distillery is in
the Northern most part of Scotland, the Orkney Islands. Our home
in Kirkwall is referred to as the
Mainland of the Islands. Orkney is
comprised of 70 islands, (only 20 of
which are inhabitable) approximately 16 miles off Scotland’s north coast.
Where the Atlantic Ocean crashes
into the North Sea, you’ll find our
distillery and incredible team creating remarkable Single Malt Scotch
Whisky. We are unique and everything starts some seven miles away
from the distillery on our ancient
peat moor at Hobbister where we
manage several thousand acres of
peat bog. If you don’t know, peat is
made up of long dead heather and
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plants that have layered over thousands of years to form a compacted
mass that can be cut, dried and then
burnt. We’re obsessive about our
peat. With over 100 mile per hour
winds at times, Orkney has very different peat types than anywhere else
in Scotland, no wood, as there are no
trees. Parts of our moor are 9,000
years old and nearly four meters
deep. We cut through three different
levels of the peat because, over time,
we’ve found the smoke that results
is a little sweeter and a little subtler
than elsewhere. We think it’s just
better for the malting process and
therefore better for our spirit.
Taylor Corrigan

1-A. The Lincoln County Process; is
the name for the mellowing process
that any Tennessee Whiskey must
undergo before entering the barrel.
Referred to as softening, mellowing
or filtering; the hard sugar maple
charcoal softens and removes some
of the more aggressive aromas, oils,
flavours and characters from the
grain, fermentation and distillation
before entering the barrel, where
the whiskey will pick up all of it’s
colour and the majority of it’s aroma
and flavour. This mellowing process
which is unique to each distiller
provides a seemingly softer, or even
sweeter style of whiskey that does
follow all Bourbon law. At Jack
Daniel’s we pass every drop of new
make whiskey through 10 feet of
fine sugar maple charcoal, which
is produced on site to the same
specifications and process that Jack
himself followed over 150 years
ago. When the charcoal is no longer
effective for the mellowing process,
it is ground down and packed into
charcoal briquets for some darn
tasty BBQ. Waste not, want not.
2-B. In 1870, a young
pharmaceutical salesman named
George Garvin Brown purchased,
blended and then bottled whiskey

from three Kentucky distilleries. He
branded his product “Old Forester”
to pay respect to one of the most
reputable Doctors in the area, Doctor
William Forrester. The association to
the doctor would act as a sign of great
quality. George wrote a promise of
quality and consistency, something the
market lacked until then, along with his
signature on every bottle of Old Forester
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. A final step
of a paper seal was a guarantee to the
end user that George Garvin Brown’s Old
Forester had not been tampered with
and in 1870 established Old Forester as
the first bottled Bourbon.
Ashley Barnes
1-A. Under the Standards of Identity
as provided by the TTB, Blended
Whiskey is defined as a whisky produced
by blending no less than 20% on a
proof gallon basis neutral spirits in
combination with whiskey. This means
that 20% or more of the overall blend
will contain neutral spirits. This is
where I feel America has developed
their bad taste for the word blended as
this produces a different profile than
Bourbon or Straight Whiskey. On the
other hand a Blend of Straight Bourbons
indicates that the whiskey is blended
together using Straight Bourbons and
does not require the 20% neutral spirits.
So when looking at a label and you see
the verbiage Blend of Straight Bourbon
Whiskey it indicates that the liquid has
been blended to achieve the specific
profile however, does not contain
neutral spirits as this would not be
allowed under the Bourbon designation.
2-B. To Be designated a bourbon first
and foremost there has to be at least
51% Corn present in the mash bill. It
is common to hear a bourbon referred
to as Wheated or a High Rye Bourbon.
This means that the secondary grain in
the mash bill is just that. Distillers and
Blenders both enjoy working with these
types of variations to achieve different
flavor profiles in their finished product.

Wh sky
Relish

Jennifer Wren

history of importing Sherry to Scotland

1-A. The caberfeidh is the emblem of the

prior to purchasing The Dalmore.

MacKenzie clan and became iconically

Struan Grant Ralph

linked with The Dalmore when Charles

1-A. Robbie Dhu Spring

and Andrew MacKenzie purchased

2-B. 9 – 7 Sons and 2 daughters.

distillery in 1867. The forward-facing

Scott Adamson

royal stag was awarded to the MacKenzie

1-A. Douglas Campbell. Our previous

clan in 1263 when Colin MacKenzie of

Master Distiller was celebrating his 50th

Kintail saved the Scottish King from a

anniversary in the whisky industry and

charging stag during a hunting party. One

vatted together casks from the 5 decades

of our most decadent expressions bears

he worked at Tomatin. In doing so he

the sovereign’s name, King Alexander III,

pioneered multi vintage single malt.

to commemorate the event and our royal

2-B. . As the only distillery in Scotland

heritage.

to provide housing to our craftsmen

2-B. Gonzalez Byass Bodega in Jerez

and women, Tomatin has an incredibly

de la Frontera provides The Dalmore

dedicated workforce. Legacy was named

many kinds of rare and old Sherry casks,

after their influence on our spirit and the

specifically the 30 Year Old Matusalem

final recipe was chosen by them.

Oloroso that lends its memorable, rich

Elizabeth O’Neill McCall

character to many of our whiskies. This

1-A. One of the biggest misconceptions

celebrated partnership between our

people have about Bourbon is knowing

distillery and the bodega is over 120 years old

bourbon whiskey or not use the word

and was a result of the MacKenzie’s

whiskey at all? The answer, all bourbon

is whiskey but not all whiskey is
bourbon. Whiskey is a type of spirit andbourbon is a type of whiskey that only
comes from the U.S.A.
2-B. There are lots of ways to innovate
when it comes to whiskey.
Yes, one of the requirements to call a
spirit a “whiskey” is that it must be aged
in an oak container but there are many
types of oak containers out there as
well as many types of grain recipes to be
played with. For Woodford Reserve, we
look to our 5 sources of flavor for inspiration; water, grain, fermentation, dis
tillation, & maturation. We can change
just one or more of these flavor sources
to create innovative, first of their kind
whiskey. You see this innovation come
to life in our annual Woodford Reserve
Master’s Collection Release. Our 2019
release was a change in our grain recipe,
which used chocolate malted rye in our
bourbon recipe to shift our balanced
and complex flavour profile to one that
was much more focused on roasted dark
chocolate and spice notes. u

Whisky Reading For The Holidays
What better way to enjoy the Christmas spirit than reading the incredible story of more
than 200 exciting, cutting-edge distilleries that are shaping Canada’s spirits industry?
The Definitive Guide to Canadian Distilleries is a beautiful, thoroughly researched and
thoughtfully presented homage to the hardworking people who are bringing Canada’s
spirits movement to life.
Join authors Davin de Kergommeaux and Blair Phillips in discovering the 257 Canadian
distilleries included in the book. And since nearly 100 of them are making whisky, you and
your whisky loving friends will soon be making plans to visit – or armchair visit – all of
them. Custom-drawn maps, tips and suggestions of where to go next are just the start of
this comprehensive, tasting, travel and cocktail guide.

The Definitive Guide to Canadian Distilleries also pairs well with de Kergommeaux’s other book Canadian Whisky: The New
Portable Expert. Here he digs deep into the stories and histories of Canada’s top whisky makers, their people, products and distilleries. This highly popular whisky book is now in its second edition and ready for gift giving or gift getting.
As New York Times journalist and bestselling whisky author, Clay Risen put it,
“To call Davin de Kergommeaux the soul of Canadian whisky is an understatement—he is its guide, its historian, and its leading
advocate. Now comes The Definitive Guide to Canadian Distilleries, with Blair Phillips, as astounding in its breadth of coverage as
its depth of insight. Make room in your library, spirits fans: this is a must-own book.”
Make your Canadian Distilleries or Canadian Whisky lover’s day, with one or both of these carefully researched and beautiful
books. Available in major and most independent bookstores, and from all the online booksellers.
Amazon Canada ~ Chapters/Indigo ~ Amazon US
Barnes & Noble ~ Independent Book Sellers In Canada

F I LL YOU R HOM E

WITH JOY
A ND YOUR GL A SS

WITH JACK

Tennessee Whiskey, 40% Alc. by Vol. (80 proof). Double Mellowed Tennessee Whiskey, 40% Alc. by Vol. (80 proof). Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel Tennessee Whiskey, 47% Alc. by Vol. (94 proof). Whiskey Specialty, 35% Alc. by Vol. (70 proof). Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Rye Whiskey, 45% Alc. by Vol. (90 proof).
Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery, Lynchburg, Tennessee. JACK DANIEL’S, OLD NO.7, GENTLEMAN JACK, TENNESSEE HONEY are registered trademarks. ©2020 Jack Daniel’s. Code #380-3204

